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OUR FOCUS FOR TODAY
 The DC plan as the primary source of retirement income

 The goal of target date investments
 Where target date investments fit in the DC plan line-up

 Plan objectives and goals driving investment decisions
 The contributing factors to target date investment outcomes
 How all factors come together—a participant example
 Considerations for evaluating target date investments
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U.S. DC Growing as Source of Retirement Income
Individuals aged 55–59 will source more of their retirement income from their DC plan compared with those 70
and older. This trend will only continue to increase with future generations.
How participants will source their income based on their age
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Source: Cerulli Associates, Evolution of the Retirement Investor 2015.
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U.S. DC Market Overview
DC market assets total nearly $7 trillion and are expected to reach $8.5 trillion by 2020.
DC markets
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The Corporate DC market is comprised of corporate 401(k) at $4,387B and corporate other at $532B as of 2015.
The 403(b) market is comprised of healthcare at $222B, higher education at $391B, K–12 at $119B and other at $146 billion as of 2015.
3 The Public DC market is comprised of the Federal Thrift Savings market at $443B, the 457 market at $277B and the 401(a) market at $127B as of 2015.
Source: Cerulli 2016 U.S. Retirement Markets.
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TARGET DATE CAPABILITIES DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE SPECIFIC
GOALS
Glide path
approaches

Robust glide path designs based on assumptions regarding
plan goals, investment objectives and participant
demographics

Asset class
diversification

Deep and broad investment capabilities to allow for
global diversification across a range of equity and fixed
income asset classes, sectors and regions

Active, passive
or a mix

Ability to combine active and passive management to
achieve desired balance relative to return, diversification,
fee, and tracking error targets

Investment
vehicles

Comprehensive range of investment vehicles ranging
from mutual funds to collective trusts

Packaging
approaches

Fully bundled to customized solutions
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IMPACT OF TARGET DATE FUNDS
The rise in TDs as a QDIA has resulted in movement toward more diversified portfolios and a positive impact
on generational behavior.
Percentage of plan assets1
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Participants 100% invested in TD investments have increased 27 percentage
points since 20112
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Source: T. Rowe Price Retirement Plan Services, based on OMNI Plans.
Source: T. Rowe Price Reference Point 2016.
3 Source: Callan DC Index, First Quarter 2016.
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WHERE TARGET DATES FIT INTO THE INVESTMENT LINE-UP
 Target Date Funds often serve as the Qualified Default Investment Alternative (QDIA).

 They satisfy the need for a single diversified investment option.
 They allow participants access to diversified portfolios in which professional managers make
strategic and tactical asset allocation, and they also provide broad diversification and
periodic rebalancing.
 They aid in limiting naïve diversification across every fund in the plan line-up
SAMPLE INVESTMENT LINE-UP
Self-Directed Brokerage Window
OTHER
OPTIONS
Lean and efficient core menu without redundancy
Capital Preservation

Inflation Hedge

Fixed Income

Equities

CORE MENU

TARGET DATE OPTION
Well-diversified asset allocation product geared toward a target retirement date
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PLAN SPONSOR GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE DC PLAN
INFORM TARGET DATE INVESTMENT DECISIONS
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FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO TARGET DATE PERFORMANCE
OUTCOMES
GLIDE PATH DESIGN

 Glide Path Design:
– Glide path designs happens at the
intersection of financial and
behavior economics.
– A glide path represents how the
asset allocation will change over
time for the participant and factors
in assumptions regarding goal
importance, time preferences, risk
aversion, and demographics.
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FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO TARGET DATE PERFORMANCE
OUTCOMES (continued)
UNDERLYING ASSET CLASS EXPOSURES

 Underlying Asset Class
Exposures:
– What underlying asset classes
(equities, fixed income, etc.) are
included in the glide path
– How the investments will be
compiled (target allocation
weights and spend of risk/reward
fee budget
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FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO TARGET DATE PERFORMANCE
OUTCOMES (continued)
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

 Investment Management Techniques:
– What types of investment strategies (capitalization; styles; active; index or a combination of
both) are leveraged in the underlying investments?
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WHAT IT ALL ADDS UP TO FOR PARTICIPANTS
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR EVALUATING TARGET DATE
INVESTMENTS
 Plan sponsors should take the opportunity to develop key beliefs that will inform how
they assess TDF approaches available in the marketplace.
 Sponsors should apply a prudent and diligent process to the tasks of assessing and
monitoring TDF offerings.

 Selection and monitoring of the TDFs should be based on alignment to plan objectives.
 Cost is only one of several factors that sponsors need to consider when assessing TDF
investments and should be considered within a value-for-cost proposition.
 Sponsors should carefully document all aspects of the TDF investment process.
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IN SUMMARY…
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APPENDIX

EVALUTING THE UNIVERSE OF TARGET DATE OPTIONS
We believe the evaluation process should start with strategic issues that impact the overall design of the plan
and the core construction of the TD solution – from glide path to asset
class diversification.
Strategic
Define the Role of the Plan and
considerations
the Role of the TD
Primary or
supplemental
retirement vehicle

Accumulate up to
retirement

Retain or
distribute assets

Factor in Participant
Demographics and Behaviors

Age profile
of workforce

Impact






Savings
habits

Participant
engagement

Plan objectives
Plan design features
Alignment of TD offering to plan objectives
Glide path design, pre- and post-retirement

Enable participants to
manage
into retirement

Paternalistic
mind-set

Develop Views of Key
Investment Drivers

Risk views: market vs.
longevity
vs. inflation





Views on market
efficiency and
value-for-cost

Diversification:
asset class
exposure

Risk/reward
targets

Use of active, passive, or a mix
Asset class diversification
Underlying investment strategy diversification
Drawdown solutions

Source: T. Rowe Price
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PARTICIPANT BEHAVIOR IN RETIREMENT SUPPORTS A
FOCUS ON LIFETIME INCOME
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HOW ALL FACTORS COME TOGETHER—A PARTICIPANT
EXAMPLE
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Important Information
The principal value of the Retirement Funds is not guaranteed at any time, including at or after the target date, which is the approximate year an investor plans to retire (assumed to be age 65) and likely stop making new investments in the fund or
trust. If an investor plans to retire significantly earlier or later than age 65, the funds/trusts
may not be an appropriate investment even if the investor is retiring on or near the target date. The funds’/trusts’ allocations among a broad range of underlying T. Rowe Price stock and bond funds/trusts will change over time. The funds/trusts
emphasize potential capital appreciation during the early phases of retirement asset accumulation, balance the need for appreciation with the need for income as retirement approaches, and focus on supporting an income stream over a longterm retirement withdrawal horizon. The funds/trusts are not designed for a lump-sum redemption at the target date and do not guarantee a particular level of income. The funds/trusts maintain a substantial allocation to equities both prior to and
after the target date, which can result in greater volatility over shorter time horizons.

Call 1-800-564-6958 to request a prospectus, summary prospectus, or trust fact sheet; each includes investment objectives, risks, fees, expenses, and other information that you should
read and consider carefully before investing.
T. Rowe Price Investment Services, Inc., distributor, T. Rowe Price mutual funds.
This material is being furnished for general informational purposes only. The material does not constitute or undertake to give advice of any nature, including fiduciary investment advice, and prospective investors are recommended to seek
independent legal, financial and tax advice before making any investment decision. T. Rowe Price group of companies including T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. and/or its affiliates receive revenue from T. Rowe Price investment products and
services. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of an investment and any income from it can go down as well as up. Investors may get back less than the amount invested.
The material does not constitute a distribution, an offer, an invitation, a personal or general recommendation or solicitation to sell or buy any securities in any jurisdiction or to conduct any particular investment activity. The material has not
been reviewed by any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction.
Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable and current; however, we cannot guarantee the sources’ accuracy or completeness. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will
come to pass. The views contained herein are as of the date noted on the material and are subject to change without notice; these views may differ from those of other T. Rowe Price group companies and/or associates. Under no
circumstances should the material, in whole or in part, be copied or redistributed without consent from T. Rowe Price.
The material is not intended for use by persons in jurisdictions which prohibit or restrict the distribution of the material and in certain countries the material is provided upon specific request. It is not intended for distribution to retail
investors in any jurisdiction.
The views contained herein are as of the date of this presentation and are subject to change without notice; these views may differ from those of other T. Rowe Price associates. Unless indicated otherwise the source of all market data is T. Rowe
Price.
The T. Rowe Price common trust funds (“Trusts”) are not mutual funds. They are common trust funds established by T. Rowe Price Trust Company under Maryland banking law, and their units are exempt from registration under the Securities Act
of 1933. Investments in the Trusts are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed by, the U.S. government or its agencies or T. Rowe Price Trust Company and are subject to investment risks, including possible loss of principal.
The offering circular contains complete information on a Trust’s objective, investment program, and other information, and plan sponsors should read it carefully before deciding to include such Trust as an investment option for plan participants.
T. ROWE PRICE, INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE and the Bighorn Sheep design are, collectively and/or apart, trademarks or registered trademarks of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. All rights reserved. For Institutional Investor Use Only
20180430-481133
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